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Abstract—This paper introduces a new benchmark study to evaluate the performance of landmark-based shape correspondence
used for statistical shape analysis. Different from previous shape-correspondence evaluation methods, the proposed benchmark first
generates a large set of synthetic shape instances by randomly sampling a given statistical shape model that defines a ground-truth
shape space. We then run a test shape-correspondence algorithm on these synthetic shape instances to identify a set of corresponded
landmarks. According to the identified corresponded landmarks, we construct a new statistical shape model which defines a new shape
space. We finally compare this new shape space against the ground-truth shape space to determine the performance of the test shapecorrespondence algorithm. In this paper, we introduce three new performance measures that are landmark independent to quantify the
difference between the ground-truth and the newly derived shape spaces. By introducing a ground-truth shape space that is defined by a
statistical shape model and three new landmark-independent performance measures, we believe the proposed benchmark allows for a
more objective evaluation of shape correspondence than previous methods. In this paper, we focus on developing the proposed
benchmark for 2D shape correspondence. However, it can easily be extended to 3D cases.
Index Terms—Statistical shape analysis, shape correspondence, point distribution model, benchmark study.
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INTRODUCTION

order to accurately model structural shape and its
possible variation, statistical shape analysis has become a
major research topic in computer vision in recent years. In
statistical shape analysis, each data sample is a shape
instance that is usually in the form of a smooth contour in
2D or a smooth surface in 3D. The goal is to construct a
statistical shape model using these sample shape instances.
Statistical shape models can be applied to address many
important applications in computer vision and medical
image analysis. For example, in [6], [16], statistical shape
models are successfully used to guide image segmentation
by detecting structures with desirable shapes. In [2], [3],
statistical shape models are constructed to accurately locate
the subtle differences in the corpus-callosum shapes
between schizophrenia patients and normal controls.
Traditional statistics theory and tools generally handle
vectors with a fixed dimension. Therefore, in statistical
shape analysis, the first step is to discretize a continuous
shape instance into a finite-dimension vector.1 This is
achieved by identifying a set of landmarks on each shape
instance. It is critical that the landmarks identified from
each shape instance be of the same number, well corresponded, and sufficiently dense to represent the underlying
N

1. In [15], Kotcheff and Taylor introduce an algorithm to construct a
statistical shape model from corresponded continuous shape instances
without sampling landmarks.
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continuous shape instance [19]. This landmark identification step is usually referred to as (landmark-based) shape
correspondence, which has been shown to be a major factor in
determining the accuracy of the resulting statistical shape
model [3], [9].
Developing more accurate and efficient shape-correspondence algorithms used in statistical shape analysis has been
widely investigated in the past several years [9], [23], [24].
However, objective evaluation of the results produced by
these shape-correspondence algorithms is still a very
difficult problem. One major reason is the unavailability
of a ground-truth shape correspondence: Given a set of real
shape instances, say, kidney contours from a group of
people, even the landmarks identified by different experts
may be substantially different from each other [20]. Without
using a ground-truth shape correspondence, Davies et al.
[8], [20] introduce three general measures to describe the
compactness, specificity, and generality of the statistical
shape model constructed from a shape-correspondence
result and suggest the use of these three measures for
evaluating the shape-correspondence performance. However, as elaborated upon in Section 2.3, these three landmark-dependent measures may not objectively reflect the
real shape-correspondence performance.
In this paper, we present a new benchmark study based
on a given statistical shape model to achieve a more
objective evaluation of shape correspondence. Specifically,
the statistical shape model chosen for this paper is the
widely used point distribution model (PDM) [6]. The PDM
and shape correspondence have been studied in both the
2D and 3D cases. For simplicity, this paper focuses on the
2D case; however, the basic principles and algorithms
outlined in this paper can be extended to 3D. For the
2D case, a PDM is defined as a 2m-dimensional Gaussian
distribution with m being the number of corresponded
landmarks identified from each shape instance. In this
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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benchmark, we start with a given PDM by specifying a
2m-dimensional mean-shape vector and a 2m  2m covariance matrix. By interpolating landmarks into continuous
contours, this PDM defines a (deformable or probabilistic)
shape space in which each continuous shape contour has its
own probability density. We treat this shape space in the
continuous domain as ground truth for our benchmark. We
then randomly sample this PDM (in fact the ground-truth
shape space) to generate a set of synthetic continuous shape
contours. A test shape-correspondence algorithm is then
applied to correspond these shape contours by identifying a
new set of corresponded landmarks. Finally, we construct a
new PDM from the corresponded landmarks and check
whether it well describes the ground-truth shape space.
This is used to evaluate the accuracy of the shape
correspondence. Note that, in the proposed benchmark,
the ground-truth shape space (defined by a given groundtruth PDM) may not accurately describe certain real
structures from an anatomic and biomedical perspective
and the shape contours used for testing shape correspondence are synthetically generated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides a review of the 2D PDM, shape
correspondence, and Davies’ three measures to evaluate
shape-correspondence performance. Section 3 describes the
proposed benchmark and develops three new measures to
evaluate shape-correspondence performance. In Section 4,
we apply the proposed benchmark and these three new
measures to evaluate five available shape-correspondence
algorithms. In Section 5, we discuss a possible modification
to the proposed benchmark to evaluate shape correspondence by assessing its ability to construct a PDM that
accurately describes the shape space of real structures.
Section 6 is the conclusion.

2

PDM, SHAPE CORRESPONDENCE, AND THE
EVALUATION OF SHAPE CORRESPONDENCE

In this section, we briefly review the principles of PDM,
shape correspondence and Davies’s three measures to
evaluate shape-correspondence performance.

2.1 PDM and Shape Correspondence
Given n sample shape instances (or shape contours in the 2D
case) Sa , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, a PDM [6] is usually constructed in
three steps: shape correspondence, shape normalization,
and statistical processing.
As discussed above, shape correspondence aims at
identifying corresponded landmarks from a set of continuous shape contours. More specifically, after shape correspondence, we obtain n corresponded landmark sets V^a ,
a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, from Sa , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, respectively. Here,
^ a2 ; . . . ; v
^ am g are m landmarks identified from
va1 ; v
V^a ¼ f^
^ ai ¼ ð^
xai ; y^ai Þ is the ith landmark
shape contour Sa and v
identified along Sa . Landmark correspondence means that
^ ai , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, that is, the ith landmark in each shape
v
contour, are corresponded for any i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m.
In practice, structural shape is usually assumed to be
invariant to any (uniform) scaling, rotation, and translation
transformations. In shape normalization, such transformations are removed among the given n shape contours by
normalizing each of the n identified corresponded landmark
sets V^a to Va ¼ fva1 ; va2 ; . . . ; vam g, a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. After the
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shape normalization, the absolute coordinates of the
corresponded landmarks, for example, vai ¼ ðxai ; yai Þ,
a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, are directly comparable. Procrustes analysis
[13] is one of the most widely used algorithms for shape
normalization.
Finally, we calculate the PDM by fitting the normalized
landmarks sets Va ¼ fva1 ; va2 ; . . . ; vam g, a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, to a
multivariate Gaussian distribution. Specifically, we columnize m landmarks in Va into a 2m-dimensional vector va ¼
ðxa1 ; ya1 ; xa2 ; ya2 ; . . . ; xam ; yam ÞT and call it a (landmark-based)

shape vector of the shape contour Sa . The mean shape vector v
and the covariance matrix D can be calculated by
¼
v

n
1X
va ;
n a¼1

n
1 X
 Þðva  v
 ÞT :
ðva  v
D¼
n  1 a¼1

ð1Þ

The Gaussian distribution N ð
v; DÞ is the resulting PDM
that attempts to model the shape space of the considered
structure.
In practice, we sometimes consider only the first M ð1 
M  2mÞ eigenvectors of D in modeling the shape deformation. Specifically, let 1  2  . . .  2m be the eigenvalues
of D and pj , j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 2m, be the corresponding eigenvectors. The PDM that only considers the first M eigenvectors,
denoted as PDMðMÞ for brevity,
is then the multivariate
P
T
Gaussian distribution N ð
v; M
p
j¼1 j j pj Þ.
Clearly, the accuracy of the PDM is largely dependent on
the performance of shape correspondence, that is, the
accuracy in identifying the corresponded landmarks V^a ,
a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, from the continuous shape contours Sa ,
a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. As discussed in Section 1, the performance
of shape correspondence is not well defined because, in
practice, a ground-truth correspondence is usually not
available. Previous shape-correspondence algorithms are
developed by optimizing some assumed physical or
mathematical models. For example, in [2], [18], [23],
2D thin-plate splines are used to model the nonrigid
deformation between different shape contours and the
identified landmarks are considered to be well corresponded
when a cost function based on the thin-plate bending energy
is minimized. In [9], shape correspondence is considered to be
of higher accuracy when it leads to a more compact PDM, that
is, a PDM with smaller eigenvalues of its covariance matrix D.
In [24], shape correspondence is reduced to a medial-axis
matching problem across shape contours. This method
assumes that the medial axis for each shape contour has the
same topology. There is also prior work on shape matching,
where the corresponded landmarks are selected from two
sets of points presampled from the two shape contours. For
example, Belongie et al. [1] develop a shape-matching
algorithm to find corresponded landmarks by matching
points with similar shape context. Chui and Rangarajan [5]
develop a shape-matching algorithm to find the corresponded landmarks by minimizing the thin-plate bending
energy. Note that both shape-matching algorithms do not
require the same number of presampled points along the two
shape contours. However, the resulting corresponded
landmarks along these two shape contours are required
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the resulting PDM N ð
v; DÞ and then finding its
nearest shape vector in v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vn . The specificity
measure SðMÞ is defined as

to be the same if we want to use them for constructing
statistical shape models. Because many shape-matching
algorithms identify the corresponded landmarks from
presampled points, they may not provide the level of
accuracy required for statistical shape analysis.

SðMÞ ¼

2.2

Davies’ Three Measures for
Shape-Correspondence Evaluation
Recently, Davies et al. [8], [20] suggested the use of three
general measures, compactness, specificity, and generality, for
evaluating shape-correspondence performance in terms of
the PDM construction. These three measures describe the
properties of the PDM constructed from the identified
landmarks and are defined as functions of the number of
considered eigenvectors M, 1  M  2m:
.

M
X

þ
vj ðMÞ ¼ v

.

GðMÞ ¼

.

Similarly to the compactness measure, let G1 ðMÞ and
G2 ðMÞ be the generality measures resulting from
two different shape-correspondence results. If
G1 ðMÞ  G2 ðMÞ, 8M 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 2mg, and G1 ðMÞ <
G2 ðMÞ for one or more M, we say the first shapecorrespondence result is better than the second.
Specificity evaluates shape correspondence by measuring the PDM’s capability to generate new “legal”
shape contours. This is achieved by randomly
generating a large number of shape vectors from

bi pi ;

where bi , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M, are independently sampled
from the 1D Gaussian distribution N ð0; i Þ,
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M, respectively. Similarly to the compactness measure, let S1 ðMÞ and S2 ðMÞ be the
specificity measures of two PDMs (PDM 1 and
PDM 2, respectively) constructed from two different
shape-correspondence results. If S1 ðMÞ  S2 ðMÞ,
8M 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 2mg, and S1 ðMÞ < S2 ðMÞ for one or
more M, we say PDM 1 is more specific than PDM 2.
Therefore, the shape-correspondence result used to
construct PDM 1 is better than the one used to
construct PDM 2.

j ;

n
1X
a ðMÞ:
n a¼1

M
X
i¼1

j¼1

where 1  M  2m. Let C1 ðMÞ and C2 ðMÞ be the
compactness measures of two PDMs (PDM 1 and
PDM 2, respectively) constructed from two different
shape-correspondence results. If C1 ðMÞ  C2 ðMÞ,
8M 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 2mg, and C1 ðMÞ < C2 ðMÞ for one
or more M, we say PDM 1 is more compact than
PDM 2. Therefore, the shape-correspondence result
used to construct PDM 1 is better than the one used
to construct PDM 2.
Generality evaluates shape correspondence by measuring the resulting PDM’s ability to represent
unseen shape contours. In [8], [20], Davies et al.
suggest the use of a “leave-one-out” cross-validation
strategy to quantify the generality. Let va ,
a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, be the shape vectors resulting from
a shape correspondence algorithm. The generality
measure GðMÞ is calculated by the following steps:
1) Leave out one shape vector, say, va , from the
given n shape vectors and derive a PDM by applying
(1) on the remaining n  1 shape vectors. We denote
the resulting PDM to be PDMa . 2) Calculate the
approximation error a ðMÞ (based on the squared
euclidean distance) using the first M eigenvectors in
PDMa to describe the left-out vector va . 3) Repeat the
above steps for each shape vector va in turn. The
generality measure is defined as

N
1X
kvj ðMÞ  v0j k2 ;
N j¼1

where N is the number of randomly generated shape
vectors, vj ðMÞ is a randomly generated shape vector
using PDMðMÞ, and v0j is the shape vector in
v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vn that has the shortest euclidean distance
to vj ðMÞ. We randomly generate vj ðMÞ in the form of

Compactness evaluates shape correspondence by
measuring the amount of variance of the resulting
PDM. It is measured by
CðMÞ ¼

2025

2.3

Limitations of the Compactness, Generality, and
Specificity Measures
In this section, we provide a simple example to demonstrate
the limitations of the compactness, generality, and specificity measures introduced in Section 2.2. Let us consider an
example of shape correspondence and PDM construction
from five triangle shapes, as shown in Fig. 1a. Suppose we
have three shape correspondence algorithms, with shape
correspondence results shown in Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c,
respectively. In Fig. 1a, three landmarks are identified at the
vertices of each triangle shape contour. In Figs. 1b and 1c,
four landmarks are identified from each triangle shape
contour. Besides the three vertices of the triangle, the shapecorrespondence result in Fig. 1b also includes a landmark at
the midpoint between the top vertex and the bottom-left
vertex of the triangle. The shape-correspondence result in
Fig. 1c includes a landmark at the midpoint between the
bottom-left and bottom-right vertices of the triangle.
Using (1), we construct three different PDMs from the
shape-correspondence results shown in Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c,
respectively. The dimensions of the mean shape vector and
covariance matrix constructed from the landmarks shown
in Fig. 1a are 6 and 6  6, respectively, whereas the
dimensions of the mean shape vector and covariance matrix
constructed from the landmarks shown in Fig. 1b (or
Fig. 1c) are 8 and 8  8, respectively. It is easy to check that
these three PDMs define exactly the same shape space in the
continuous domain (by connecting landmarks sequentially
with straight line segments): a triangle shape with two fixed
vertices (2, 0) and (2, 0) and the third vertex independently moving horizontally and vertically around the center
(0, 2). Both the horizontal and vertical moving distances
conform to the Gaussian distribution N ð0; 0:5Þ. Therefore,
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Fig. 1. An example for illustrating the limitations of the compactness, generality, and specificity measures.

the shape-correspondence results shown in Figs. 1a, 1b, and
1c should have the same accuracy.
This example shows that, for a given set of continuous
shape contours, shape correspondence may not have a
unique solution. Different shape-correspondence results
may lead to different PDMs that describe the same shape
space. As shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, one shape-correspondence algorithm may find m1 landmarks from each shape
contour and construct a PDM, whereas another may find
m2 ðm2 6¼ m1 Þ landmarks from each shape contour to
construct a second PDM. Both PDMs may describe the
same shape space. Even if m2 ¼ m1 , as shown in Figs. 1b
and 1c, the two shape-correspondence algorithms may
identify landmarks at different locations and construct two
different PDMs. These two PDMs may still describe the
same shape space.

However, the three different shape-correspondence
results shown in Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c may lead to different
values in terms of the compactness, generality, and
specificity measures. Tables 1, 2, and 3 indicate that the
shape-correspondence result shown in Fig. 1b has a worse
performance than the ones shown in Figs. 1a and 1c in
terms of the compactness, generality, and specificity

TABLE 1
Compactness CðMÞ Derived from the Shape-Correspondence
Results Shown in Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c, Respectively

TABLE 3
Specificity SðMÞ Derived from the Shape-Correspondence
Results Shown in Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c, Respectively

TABLE 2
Generality GðMÞ Derived from the Shape-Correspondence
Results Shown in Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c, Respectively
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and random sampling of the ground-truth shape space
and 2) assessing how well a derived PDM describes the
ground-truth shape space. Note that different PDMs built
with different shape-correspondence methods may describe the same shape space, as shown by the example
provided in Section 2.3.
In this paper, the ground-truth shape space is defined by
a PDM N ð
vt ; Dt Þ, which can be arbitrarily selected
(covariance matrix Dt must be positive definite). The shape
contours and their probability density in the ground-truth
shape space can be simulated by randomly sampling this
PDM, generating shape vectors and then interpolating their
landmarks into continuous shape contours. For simplicity,
we refer to this PDM N ð
vt ; Dt Þ as the ground-truth PDM.
The system diagram for the proposed benchmark is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The benchmark consists of the
following five components:

Fig. 2. Motivation for the proposed shape-correspondence benchmark.

measures. As mentioned above, all three shape-correspondence results shown in Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c lead to the same
shape space from the same set of shape contours. Therefore,
these three measures may not accurately and objectively
reflect the performance of a shape-correspondence result.
Particularly, the shape-correspondence results shown in
Figs. 1a and 1b have a different number of landmarks and
the shape-correspondence results shown in Figs. 1b and 1c
have the same number of landmarks. This example shows
that these three measures may not reflect their relative
performance in either case: They lead to the same shape
space but show different values of compactness, generality,
and specificity.

3

PROPOSED SHAPE-CORRESPONDENCE
BENCHMARK

In this section, we address the limitations of the compactness, generality, and specificity measures described in
Section 2.3 by introducing a new benchmark to more
objectively evaluate the shape-correspondence performance. In essence, a shape correspondence result is good
if it leads to a PDM that can well describe the underlying
shape space, which is defined in the continuous shape
domain. However, the compactness, generality, and specificity measures are dependent on the number of identified
landmarks and their locations.
To address this problem, our approach evaluates shape
correspondence by checking whether it leads to a PDM that
accurately describes the underlying shape space in the
continuous shape domain. As shown in Fig. 2, our approach
is based on a given ground-truth shape space. We then
randomly sample a set of continuous shape contours from
this shape space (as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2).
Finally, we test the shape-correspondence algorithms using
these sample shape contours and evaluate their performance
by assessing how well their derived PDMs describe the
ground-truth shape space. To achieve our goal, two important problems must be addressed: 1) the representation

C1. specifying a ground-truth PDM N ð
vt ; Dt Þ to describe the underlying ground-truth shape space,
C2. using this ground-truth PDM to randomly generate
a set of continuous shape contours S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; Sn ,
C3. running a test shape-correspondence algorithm on
these shape contours to identify a set of corresponded landmarks,
C4. deriving a PDM N ð
v; DÞ from the identified landmark sets using (1), and
C5. assessing how well the derived PDM N ð
v; DÞ
describes the ground-truth shape space defined by
the ground-truth PDM N ð
vt ; Dt Þ.
This five-step process evaluates a shape-correspondence
algorithm’s ability to recover the underlying ground-truth
shape space in the continuous shape domain.
Components C3 and C4 have been discussed in detail
earlier in Section 2. For Component C1, ideally, we can
specify the ground-truth PDM by arbitrarily selecting any
mean shape vector vt and a covariance matrix Dt . In
Section 4, we choose six ground-truth PDMs that resemble
shapes of some real structures for experiments. Note that
these six ground-truth PDMs may not accurately describe
these real structures from an anatomic and biomedical
perspective. In the following, we focus on developing
algorithms to accomplish Components C2 and C5.

3.1

Generating Shape Contours for Testing
Shape-Correspondence Algorithms
Given a ground-truth PDM N ð
vt ; Dt Þ defined by k landmarks, we can randomly generate as many (landmarkbased) shape vectors vta , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, as necessary. More
specifically, with ptj and tj , j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 2k, being the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Dt , we can generate
random synthetic shape vectors in the form of
t þ
vt ¼ v

2k
X

btj ptj ;

ð2Þ

j¼1

where btj is independently and randomly sampled from the
1D Gaussian distribution N ð0; tj Þ, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 2k.
From each generated shape vector vta , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, we
can derive k landmarks fvta1 ; vta2 ; . . . ; vtak g. By assuming that
these k landmarks are always sequentially sampled from a
continuous shape contour, we can estimate this continuous
shape contour Sa0 by landmark interpolation. For constructing
a closed shape contour, the interpolation fills the portion
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the proposed shape-correspondence evaluation benchmark.

between the last landmark vtak and the first landmark vta1 . For
constructing an open shape contour, the interpolation does
not fill the portion between vtak and vta1 . Although we can use
any interpolation technique, we use the Catmull-Rom cubic
spline [4] for all of our experiments. If the landmarks are
sufficiently dense to represent the underlying shape contour
(this is usually required for shape correspondence [19]), we
expect that different interpolation techniques do not introduce significant differences to the proposed shape-correspondence evaluation.2
However, it is still not suitable to directly output Sa0 ,
a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, as the sample shape contours for testing a
shape-correspondence algorithm. The reasons are twofold.
First, contour Sa0 is a Catmull-Rom spline that is described by
control points fvta1 ; vta2 ; . . . ; vtak g. We cannot directly pass
these control points to the test shape-correspondence algorithm since they are corresponded landmark sets for the n
shape contours. Otherwise, the test shape-correspondence
algorithm can cheat by simply taking these control points as
the identified corresponded landmark sets. Second, there are
no rotation, scaling, and translation transformations among
these n shape contours. In practice, such affine transformations are very common and their removal should be handled
by the shape-correspondence algorithm.
To address these problems, we first resample each shape
contour Sa0 to construct a new set of control points which
still represent Sa0 accurately. This resampling is conducted
independently on each Sa0 and the newly constructed
control points are not corresponded from one shape contour
to another. In fact, the number of new control points from
one shape contour may even be different from the number
2. In Section 3.2, we define shape-correspondence evaluation measures
using the Jaccard and the Dice coefficients, which are not sensitive to
specific landmark-interpolation techniques.

of new control points from another shape contour. In this
paper, we densely resample each shape contour Sa0
uniformly to construct the new control points. Second, for
the newly sampled control points on each shape contour Sa0 ,
we apply a different random affine transformation Ta .
These affine transformations consist of a random rotation, a
random uniform scaling, and a random translation. We
then use the Catmull-Rom spline to interpolate these
transformed control points and define the resulting continuous contour to be the shape contour Sa . We record the
affine transformations Ta , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, and then pass
S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; Sn (in fact, their control points) to the test shapecorrespondence algorithm.
Note that the recorded affine transformations Ta ,
a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, are not passed to the test shape-correspondence algorithm (Component C3). If the test shapecorrespondence algorithm introduces further transformations, such as Procrustes analysis, on these shape contours
S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; Sn during shape correspondence, we record and
undo these transformations before outputting the shapecorrespondence result. This ensures that the corresponded
landmarks identified by the test shape-correspondence
algorithm are placed directly back onto the input shape
contours S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; Sn . Then, in Component C4, we directly
apply the inverse transform Ta1 , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, to the
landmarks identified on Sa . This guarantees the correct
removal of the random affine transformation Ta before
PDM construction in Component C4.

3.2

New Measures for Shape-Correspondence
Performance
From the shape-correspondence results, we can derive a
new PDM N ð
v; DÞ using (1). In this section, we develop
three new measures for evaluating shape-correspondence
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t
Fig. 4. The continuous shape contours S interpolated from the mean
 t for the six ground-truth PDMs used in our experiments.
shape vectors v
They resemble the shape of (a) kidney, (b) corpus callosum, (c) femur,
(d) shark, (e) hand, and (f) face silhouette. Note that they may not
accurately describe these real structures from an anatomic and
biomedical perspective.

performance by assessing how well the derived PDM
N ð
v; DÞ describes the ground-truth shape space, which is
defined by the ground-truth PDM N ð
vt ; Dt Þ. Note that we
cannot directly compare the two Gaussian distributions
N ð
v; DÞ and N ð
vt ; Dt Þ using a standard technique, such as
the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) distance. This is because the
 and v
 t may not be comparable.3 Instead, we assess
vectors v
the similarity of the shape spaces defined by these two PDMs.
We develop three measures to achieve our goal. First, we
 and v
 t into continuous
interpolate the mean shape vectors v
t


mean shape contours S and S using the Catmull-Rom cubic
spline. We then measure the difference between two
continuous shape contours using the widely known Jaccard
coefficient:

t
4
 St Þ ¼ 1  jRðSÞ \ RðS Þj ;
m ¼ ðS;
 [ RðSt Þj
jRðSÞ

ð3Þ

where RðSÞ is the region enclosed by the contour S and jRj
computes the area of the region R. Fig. 4 shows the shape
 t for the
contours interpolated from the mean shape vectors v
six ground-truth PDMs used in our experiments and Fig. 5
illustrates their enclosed regions RðSt Þ. We can see that this
mean-shape difference is limited to a value between [0, 1],
with 0 indicating that S is exactly the same as St . A smaller
value of m indicates a better shape-correspondence result.
However, m ¼ 0 does not ensure that the shape spaces
underlying these two PDMs are also the same. We use a
random simulation method to further assess the differences
between these two shape spaces. Specifically, we randomly
generate a large set of N continuous shape contours from
each PDM using (2), followed by landmark interpolation.
We denote the N continuous shape contours generated
c 4
a nd t h e
f r o m P DM N ð
v; DÞ t o b e S1c ; S2c ; . . . ; SN
N continuous shape contours from the ground-truth PDM
t
N ð
vt ; Dt Þ to be S1t ; S2t ; . . . ; SN
. Given these two sets of
t N
continuous shape contours, fSic gN
i¼1 and fSj gj¼1 , we can
measure the difference between any pair of shape contours
 and v
 t may be different, such as the PDMs
3. The dimensions of v
derived from the landmarks shown in Figs. 1a and 1b.
4. Sic is used instead of Sa , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, to represent the generated
shape contours from PDM N ð
v; DÞ because Sa , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, has been
previously used in Section 3.1.
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Fig. 5. Enclosed regions RðSt Þ (shown in white) derived from the shape
contours shown in Fig. 4. Among them, (a), (c), (e), and (f) are the
enclosed regions derived from open contours by connecting the two
endpoints.

Fig. 6. An illustration of the bipartite-matching algorithm. (a) A fully
connected bipartite graph where the vertices on the left side represent
c N
fSjt gN
j¼1 and the vertices on the right represent fSi gi¼1 . The edge weight
c
t
between Si and Sj is defined as the Jaccard-coefficient difference
ðSic ; Sjt Þ. (b) An example result of bipartite matching.

ðSic ; Sjt Þ, where i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N, using (3). When N is
sufficiently large, the difference between these two sets of
continuous shape contours can well reflect the difference in
the shape spaces underlying these two PDMs. The problem
is then how to measure the difference between these two
sets of continuous shape contours using the Jaccardcoefficient difference measure between any pair of individual shape contours.
We define the second measure using the bipartitet N
matching difference between fSic gN
i¼1 and fSj gj¼1 . This
finds a one-to-one matching by minimizing the total
Jaccard-coefficient difference between these two sets of
shape contours. The calculation of this measure consists of
the following steps:
1.

2.

3.

Construct a fully connected bipartite graph, as
shown in Fig. 6a, that contains 2N vertices for the
t N
shape contours fSic gN
i¼1 and fSj gj¼1 .
The edge weight between each pair of vertices is
defined as the Jaccard difference based on (3)
between the two corresponding shape contours.
Apply the bipartite-matching algorithm to locate the
one-to-one matching with a minimum total edge
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weights, as shown in Fig. 6b. We then define the
bipartite-matching difference measure as
PN
c
t
i¼1 ðSi ; SbðiÞ Þ
4
;
b ¼
N
t
where Sic and SbðiÞ
are the matched pair of shape
contours found by the bipartite-matching algorithm.
The bipartite-matching difference measure contains a
normalization over N. This ensures b to be a value in [0, 1].
b ¼ 0 implies that the two shape spaces defined by the
ground-truth PDM N ð
vt ; Dt Þ and the derived PDM
N ð
v; DÞ are identical. b ¼ 1 implies that these two PDMs
describe two completely different shape spaces. Using the
bipartite-matching algorithm, the measure b assesses not
only whether the two shape spaces contain similar shape
contours but also whether a shape contour has the same or
similar probability density in these two shape spaces.
We define the third measure based on the WaldWolfowitz test [11] which is originally used to decide
whether two sets of 1D numbers are generated from the
same distribution. The basic idea is to sort all of these
numbers into a sorted list and count the pairs of neighboring numbers that come from the same set. According to the
Wald-Wolfowitz test, the fewer such kinds of pairs there
are, the more likely it is that these two sets of 1D numbers
are generated by the same distribution. However, we need
to assess whether two sets of continuous shape contours
t N
fSic gN
i¼1 and fSj gj¼1 are from the same shape space. Unlike
1D numbers, the shape contours cannot be directly sorted.
To address this shape-contour sorting problem, we use the
generalized Wald-Wolfowitz test [11] based on the minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Construct a fully connected undirected graph
defined by 2N vertices that represent the 2N shape
t N
contours fSic gN
i¼1 and fSj gj¼1 .
An edge weight is defined as the Jaccard-coefficient
difference based on (3) between the two shape
contours connected by this edge. Note that the edges
are constructed not only across the set fSic gN
i¼1 and
the set fSjt gN
j¼1 but also within each of these sets.
Therefore, we need to calculate not only ðSic ; Sjt Þ
but also ðSic ; Sjc Þ and ðSit ; Sjt Þ, i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N.
Find the MST of the constructed graph [7]. An MST
of a graph is defined to be the spanning tree with the
minimum total edge weight and a spanning tree of a
graph is a tree subgraph that contains all of the
vertices.
From the 2N  1 edges in the resulting MST, count
the total number of edges that connect two vertices
that represent two shape contours within either
t N
fSic gN
i¼1 or fSj gj¼1 , respectively. We denote this
number as W . Note that the maximum possible
value for W is 2N  2. We can then define the WaldWolfowitz difference measure as
4

w ¼

W
:
2N  2

According to the generalized Wald-Wolfowitz test,
the smaller the w value is, the more likely it is that

Fig. 7. An illustration of two possible MSTs found from the graph
t N
constructed from the 2N shape contours fSic gN
i¼1 and fSj gj¼1 . (a) An
MST with w ¼ 0 and (b) an MST with w ¼ 1.
t N
the 2N shape contours fSic gN
i¼1 and fSj gj¼1 are
generated from the same shape space.
Like the bipartite-matching difference measure, the
Wald-Wolfowitz difference measure contains a normalization by 2N  2. This ensures w to be a value in [0, 1].
Fig. 7a shows an example of an MST with w ¼ 0 and
Fig. 7b shows an example of an MST with w ¼ 1. We can
see that, when w ¼ 0, the two sets of shape contours
t N
fSic gN
i¼1 and fSj gj¼1 cannot be well separated by the MSTbased sorting. This indicates that they are more likely to be
from the same shape space. Like b , w assesses not only
whether the two shape spaces contain similar shape
contours but also whether a shape contour has the same
or similar probability density in these two shape spaces.
Note that both b and w are calculated using
2N randomly generated shape contours from PDMs
N ð
v; DÞ and N ð
vt ; Dt Þ. Different rounds of random
generations will most likely result in different 2N shape
contours and therefore may lead to different values of b
and w . To ensure the statistical reliability of these two
difference measures, we repeat the random generation of
the 2N shape contours for many rounds and take the
average b and w to evaluate shape-correspondence
performance.
These three difference measures m , b , and w are
based on the Jaccard coefficient for measuring the differences between two shape contours. It is well known that the
Jaccard coefficient is not the only difference measure
between two contours. Another widely used difference
measure is the Dice coefficient, defined as

 St Þ ¼ 1 
0 ðS;

 \ RðSt Þj
2  jRðSÞ
 þ jRðSt Þj ;
jRðSÞj

ð4Þ

which also takes value in [0, 1]. It is straightforward to use this
Dice coefficient instead of the Jaccard coefficient when
calculating m , b , and w . In Section 4, we provide
experiments using both the Jaccard and the Dice coefficients.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the proposed benchmark is used to
evaluate five 2D shape-correspondence algorithms:
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Richardson and Wang’s implementation of an algorithm
that combines landmark sliding, insertion, and deletion
(SDI) [19], Thodberg’s implementation of the minimum
description length algorithm (T-MDL) [22], [21], Karlsson
and Ericsson’s implementation of the MDL algorithm (EMDL) [14], Karlsson and Ericsson’ss implementation of
the MDL algorithm with curvature distance minimization
(E-MDL+CUR) [14], and Karlsson and Ericsson’s implementation of the reparameterization algorithm by minimizing euclidean distance (EUC) [14].
As discussed in Section 3, the ground-truth PDM can be
arbitrarily specified. For our experiments, we construct the
ground-truth PDM that “resembles” certain types of real
structures. Specifically, we collect real shape contours of
kidney, corpus callosum (callosum for short), femur, shark,
hand, and human face silhouette and then apply any shapecorrespondence algorithm on them.5 The shape correspondence results are then normalized using Procrustes analysis
[13] and, finally, six ground-truth PDMs are constructed
using (1). In constructing these six ground-truth PDMs, we
identify 128 corresponded landmarks along each shape
contour. Therefore, their mean shape vectors have a dimension of 256 and their covariance matrices have a dimension of
256  256. Each of these six ground-truth PDMs defines a
ground-truth shape space, which is the start point for our
evaluation, as indicated in Component C1 in Fig. 3. Note that
these ground-truth PDMs may not accurately describe the
shape space underlying these six real structures from an
anatomic or biomedical perspective and the proposed benchmark tests the shape-correspondence algorithms on synthetic
shape contours. Because of this, we use the term “resemble”
when referring to these six ground-truth PDMs. In Section 5,
we further discuss a possible modification of the proposed
benchmark so that ground truth can more accurately describe
the shape of real structures.
In Component C2, we randomly generate n ¼ 800 synthetic shape contours Sa , a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, from each of the six
ground-truth PDMs that are passed to the test shapecorrespondence algorithm. As discussed in Section 3.1, this
includes a dense uniform resampling followed by a random
affine transformation Ta consisting of a random rotation, a
random translation, and a random uniform scaling. Specifically, we uniformly resample each shape contour, generating
approximately 25,600 landmarks as the new control points.
We randomly rotate each shape contour about its center of
mass, where the rotation angle is uniformly distributed in [0,
360] degrees. We randomly translate each shape contour by
moving its center of mass ðxc ; yc Þ to ðxc ; yc Þ, where  is a
scalar uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. We randomly scale
each shape contour with a scaling factor uniformly
distributed in [0.75, 1], where the scaling factor along
the x and y directions is the same.
In Component C3, we set the expected number of
corresponded landmarks to be 64 for the test shapecorrespondence algorithms. The reasons are twofold:
1) T-MDL requires the number of corresponded landmarks identified from each shape contour to be a power
of two and 2) we intentionally set the number of
5. In our experiments, this is achieved by manually labeling one
corresponded landmark on each contour and then performing a uniform
sampling for remaining landmarks along the shape contour. For open shape
contours, such as kidney and femur, we assume the endpoints are
corresponded across all of the shape contours and, therefore, manual
labeling is not required.
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landmarks identified by the test shape-correspondence
algorithm to be different from the ground-truth PDM.
Note that this choice precludes the use of landmark-based
measures, such as the K-L distance, for comparing the two
PDMs. For E-MDL, E-MDL+CUR, T-MDL, and EUC, we
additionally set the maximum number of iterations to be
20. For E-MDL, E-MDL+CUR, and EUC, we use the
recommended settings. For T-MDL, we use the recommended settings for both closed and open shape contours;
however, we do not allow the endpoints to move for the
open shape contours. Note that both E-MDL and T-MDL
are based on a simplified description length cost function
and are considered to be only approximate versions of
MDL [9]. Although E-MDL and T-MDL use the same
simplified MDL cost function, they are implemented in
different ways. The most notable difference is that E-MDL
does not distinguish between open and closed shapes,
whereas T-MDL does [22], [10].
When determining the values of b and w in
Component C5, we randomly generate N ¼ 2; 000 shape
contours. This random simulation process is repeated for
50 rounds to check the stability of b and w . We use
Goldberg and Kennedy’s cost scaling push relabeling
algorithm [12] to calculate the bipartite matching for b
and Kruskal’s algorithm [7] to calculate the MST for w .
Figs. 8 and 9 and Table 4 show the evaluation results
based on the Jaccard coefficient (3). Both of the values of b
and w shown in Table 4 are the average values over the
50 rounds of random simulation. In Figs. 8 and 9, we can see
that the values of b and w are relatively stable over the
50 rounds of random simulation. Figs. 8 and 9 and Table 4
additionally show that, when comparing the performance
of two shape-correspondence algorithms on a given
ground-truth PDM, the evaluation results in terms of m ,
b , and w are consistent if the values of m resulting from
these two methods are quite different. For example, when
applying SDI and T-MDL on the ground-truth PDM that
resembles the kidney, T-MDL has worse performance in
terms of m , b , and w . However, if two shapecorrespondence algorithms produce similar values of m
when applied to a given ground-truth PDM, the evaluation
results in terms of m , b , and w may be inconsistent. For
example, when applying T-MDL and E-MDL on the
ground-truth PDM that resembles the femur, T-MDL
performs slightly better than E-MDL in terms of m , but
E-MDL performs better than T-MDL in terms of b and w .
In this case, we believe that the evaluation results in terms
of b and w are more accurate and reliable because they
assess the similarity of the shape spaces, whereas m only
assesses the similarity of the mean shape contours. Therefore, we focus on using b and w to evaluate the shapecorrespondence performance.
From Figs. 8 and 9 and Table 4, we can see that E-MDL
demonstrates the best performance for the ground-truth
PDMs that resemble the callosum, shark, hand, and face
silhouette. EUC and E-MDL demonstrate the best performance for the ground-truth PDMs that resemble the kidney
and femur. SDI performs less favorably than E-MDL,
E-MDL+CUR, EUC, and T-MDL for the ground-truth PDMs
that resemble the femur and shark, whereas T-MDL
performs less favorably than E-MDL, E-MDL+CUR, EUC,
and SDI for the ground-truth PDMs that resemble the
kidney, callosum, and face silhouette. SDI and EUC perform less favorably than E-MDL, T-MDL and E-MDL+CUR
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Fig. 8. The values of b for the six ground-truth PDMs resulting from the five test shape-correspondence algorithms using the Jaccard coefficient.
The x-axis indicates the round of the random simulation. The curves with the “þ” symbols are the values of b between each ground-truth PDM and
itself.

for the ground-truth PDM that
general, E-MDL demonstrates the
for the six ground-truth PDMs in
this is largely consistent with
reported in [14].

resembles the hand. In
best overall performance
terms of b and w and
the evaluation results

One problem is to justify the scale of these three measures.
m has a straightforward geometric explanation: the region
coincidence between two closed contours. When m ¼ 0, the
(interpolated continuous) mean shape contours of the two
PDMs are exactly the same. However, for b and w shown in
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Fig. 9. The values of w for the six ground-truth PDMs resulting from the five test shape-correspondence algorithms using the Jaccard coefficient.
The x-axis indicates the round of the random simulation. The curves with the “þ” symbols are the values of w between each ground-truth PDM and
itself.

Table 4, there is no such direct geometric explanation. For
example, in Table 4, the average b value for the ground-truth
PDM that resembles the kidney is 0.09913 when using
T-MDL. It is not clear whether this number indicates a big
or small difference between the shape spaces defined by these

two PDMs. In the following, we propose two strategies to
quantify the scales of b and w .
First, we calculate b and w between a ground-truth
PDM N ð
vt ; Dt Þ and itself. Clearly, the randomness in the
simulation makes both b and w to be nonzero, as shown by
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TABLE 4
The Values of b and w Resulting from the Five Test Shape-Correspondence Algorithms Using the Jaccard Coefficient

TABLE 5
Several Settings for Measuring the Scales of the b and w Values

the curves with “þ” symbols in Figs. 8 and 9. The average b
and w values (over the 50 rounds of random simulations) are
shown in Table 5 under the row “Setting 0.” The values of b
and w between a ground-truth PDM and itself provides a
lower bound in evaluating a shape-correspondence algorithm for this ground-truth PDM. In Figs. 8 and 9, we can see
that the values of b and w resulting from all shapecorrespondence algorithms are larger than this lower bound.
Second, we slightly modify a ground-truth PDM and
then calculate the values of b and w between the
modified ground-truth PDM and the original ground-truth
PDM. Specifically, we apply two modifications to a groundtruth PDM: 1) Adding a constant value  to all of the
landmarks in v
 t . This is in fact aqtranslation
of the mean
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
shape vector, 2) multiplying all tj , j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 2k, by a
constant factor , where tj , j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 2k, are the
eigenvalues of Dt . This uniformly scales the standard
deviation along each of the principal directions. Settings 1,
2, 3, and 4 in Table 5 show the resulting values of b and w
by choosing different  and . In Setting 1, we choose  ¼
0:1%  rð
vt Þ for all six ground-truth PDMs, where rð
vt Þ is the

mean-shape radius of the respective ground-truth PDM that is
defined as the average euclidean distance from each
landmark in v
 t to its center of mass. In Setting 2, we choose
 ¼ 1:0%  rð
vt Þ for all six ground-truth PDMs. In Settings 3
and 4, we choose  ¼ 1:1 and  ¼ 1:3, respectively, for all
six ground-truth PDMs. We choose  ¼ 1 for Settings 1 and
2 and  ¼ 0 for Settings 3 and 4.
Table 5 provides some general concepts about the scale
of the b and w values shown in Table 4. For example,
b ¼ 0:19727 when applying EUC on the ground-truth
PDM that resembles the callosum, as shown in Table 4. This
value of b is similar to the value of b ¼ 0:19014 resulting
from Setting 2 in Table 5. We also find that the values of b
and w are more sensitive to the translation of the mean
shape vector (the values of  are very small in Settings 1
and 2) than to the scaling along the principal directions.
This indicates that, when the resulting m is very large for a
test shape-correspondence algorithm, we can safely say that
its performance is poor.
Figs. 10 and 11 and Table 6 show the evaluation results
based on the Dice coefficient (4). Like the values shown in
Table 4, the values of b and w shown in Table 6 are the
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Fig. 10. The values of b for the six ground-truth PDMs resulting from the five test shape-correspondence algorithms using the Dice coefficient. The
x-axis indicates the round of the random simulation. The curves with the “þ” symbols are the values of b between each ground-truth PDM and itself.

average values over the 50 rounds of random simulations.
Comparing the b results shown in Fig. 8 to the b results
shown in Fig. 10 and the w results shown in Fig. 9 to the
w results shown in Fig. 11, the values using the Dice
coefficient are largely consistent with those using the
Jaccard coefficient. For example, among all five test

algorithms, E-MDL has the best overall performance in
terms of the m , b , and w using either the Jaccard or the
Dice coefficients. As a result, the average w values shown
in Tables 4 and Table 6 are similar since the WaldWolfowitz test only counts the number of MST edges,
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Fig. 11. The values of w for the six ground-truth PDMs resulting from the five test shape-correspondence algorithms using the Dice coefficient. The
x-axis indicates the round of the random simulation. The curves with the “þ” symbols are the values of w between each ground-truth PDM and
itself.

whereas the bipartite-matching test depends on the specific
values of the Jaccard and the Dice coefficients.
Finally, runtime is another important issue in evaluating a
shape-correspondence algorithm. Table 7 shows the CPU
time (in seconds) taken by the five shape-correspondence

algorithms to correspond the n ¼ 800 random shape contours
generated by each ground-truth PDM. These experiments are
run on a Linux PC with a 3.4 GHz 2M L2 Xeon processor with
4 Gbytes of RAM. Note that all five test shape-correspondence algorithms are implemented using Matlab. We can
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TABLE 6
The Values of b and w Resulting from the Five Test Shape-Correspondence Algorithms Using the Dice Coefficient

see that SDI takes the least CPU time to accomplish shape
correspondence on all six ground-truth PDMs. However,
in terms of m , b , and w , the shape-correspondence
results produced by SDI are not as favorable as E-MDL.
This may indicate that the shape-correspondence problem
has a high complexity and may require a longer runtime to
achieve better accuracy.

5

A NOTE ON BENCHMARKING
STRUCTURES

WITH

REAL

As mentioned above, the ground-truth PDM can be
arbitrarily specified in the proposed benchmark. In Section 4, we select six PDMs that resemble several real
structures, including kidney, callosum, femur, shark, hand,
and face silhouette. These six ground-truth PDMs may not
exactly describe the real shape of the kidney, callosum,
femur, shark, hand, and face silhouette from an anatomic or
biomedical perspective and the shape contours used for
testing shape correspondence are synthetically generated.
In Fig. 12, we show a possible modification of the proposed
benchmark to evaluate shape correspondence by assessing its
ability to construct a PDM that accurately describes the shape
space of a real structure. This is accomplished by introducing
a new way to define the ground-truth shape space in
Component C1: We do not use a ground-truth PDM since
the shape space of a real structure may not be well described
by a Gaussian-distribution-based PDM. Instead, we use a
TABLE 7
CPU Time (in Seconds) that Are Taken by the
Five Shape-Correspondence Algorithms

r
g to
large collection of real shape contours fS1r ; S2r ; . . . ; SN
represent the shape space of the real structure. We also
assume that there is no scaling, translation, and rotation
transformation among these N real shape contours. In
Component C2, we select a subset of n shape contours from
the N shape contours for testing shape correspondence. The
m measure does not apply since we do not know the mean
shape contour in the ground-truth shape space. The b and
w measures can still be used since they compare two sets
of the shape contours. In this modification, one set of
r
c
contours is fS1r ; S2r ; . . . ; SN
g, and the other is fS1c ; S2c ; . . . ; SN
g
generated from the PDM constructed in Component (C4).
In practice, obtaining a large set of real shape contours is
difficult and labor intensive, especially if we want to extend
this modified benchmark to 3D. Note that this may not be
impossible because we only need to collect the real shape
r
contours fS1r ; S2r ; . . . ; SN
g and do not need to label the
corresponded landmarks as ground truth. Another difficulty is that, in this modification, the collected set of real
r
shape contours fS1r ; S2r ; . . . ; SN
g must represent the shape
space of the real structure. The proposed benchmark
described in Section 3 avoids both difficulties by introducing a ground-truth PDM that resembles but may not
accurately describe, a real structural shape. From the
ground-truth PDM, we can generate as many synthetic
shape contours as we want.

6

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper introduced a new benchmark to
evaluate the performance of landmark-based shape correspondence algorithms and their derived PDMs. Differently
from previous shape-correspondence evaluation methods,
we start from a given (ground truth) PDM, which specifies a
ground-truth shape space. In this benchmark, we randomly
sampled a set of shape contours from this ground-truth
shape space for testing a shape-correspondence algorithm.
We then evaluated the performance of the test shapecorrespondence algorithm by checking whether it led to a
PDM that describes the ground-truth shape space well.
Three new measures were introduced to quantify the
difference between two shape spaces. We also applied the
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Fig. 12. An illustration of a possible modification to the proposed benchmark to evaluate shape correspondence by assessing its ability to construct a
PDM that accurately describes the shape space of a real structure.

benchmark to evaluate five available 2D shape correspondence algorithms. By introducing a ground-truth PDM, we
believe the proposed benchmark allows for a more objective
evaluation of shape correspondence performance that is
landmark independent. The proposed benchmark can
easily be extended to 3D cases by computing the shapecontour difference (3) using the intersection and union of
the volumes bounded by the two shape surfaces.
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